
MotoShot Announces Innovative Moving Target 
Products Will Be Displayed At SHOT Show 2020 

Quick reaction time is a crucial focus of any effective firearms training program, and MotoShot 
is here to take your officers to the next level. Our DMT Bidirectional Turner forces your officers 
to decide whether the target is a friend or foe quickly. You'll be able to set the DMT 
Bidirectional Turner's paper target to turn in 1 to 4 seconds (your choice), and your trainees 
will make the call of whether to shoot. The duration and direction of the turn can either be 
automated or manually controlled via handheld remote - your choice. Multiple units can be 
controlled at once, simulating a real-life scenario for firearms training. The device is portable, 
maintenance-free, and suitable or indoor or outdoor use. 

The DMT Bidirectional Turner is available either as a standalone item or as a part of MotoShot's 
Elite Robot system. If your department wants to practice with a moving target, the Elite Robot 
System will give you everything that you need to ensure state of the art preparedness among 
your team. If you're looking for a more budget-friendly option, the standalone DMT 
Bidirectional Turner is an excellent addition to any already-existing firearms training program. 

MotoShot is known for staying on top of the latest trends in the firearms training world, and 
this year is no different. The MotoShot Elite and MotoShot DMT Bidirectional Turner will be 
displayed at SHOT Show 2020 Booth #N226. 

About Hale Outdoor Products: 

Hale Outdoor Products, LLC., known first for developing and bringing to market MotoShot 
Moving Target Systems, is a Wisconsin based woman-owned, small business providing 
innovative training solutions for private trainers, shooting enthusiasts, and America's security 
forces; local police departments to national military forts since 2006. 

For a complete listing of all MotoShot products visit www.MotoShot.com 

 Click HERE to add MotoShot to your 2020 SHOT Show planner.  

Hale Outdoor Products, Inc is the sole manufacture of all MotoShot products and is a woman-owned small business operating out of 
Somerset, WI.  Our CAGE code is 56WT5, Tax ID 20-5200529 and DUNS 80-995-3081. All MotoShot Products are made in the USA. 
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